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A few words from the CEO

DON’T TELL US WHAT YOU WANT – TELL US WHAT YOU NEED!
EdmoLift is very pleased that, despite the state of the economy, our
order book is full and we are in fantastic growth.
We really seem to have the wind in our sails. That is why we are
emphasising developing and strengthening the company.

Thanks to our close collaboration with our users and customers, which allows
us to understand our customers’ needs, we can develop new products and
produce new customised solutions that offer better functions and efficiency
of production.

We are putting great effort into establishing EdmoLift in new niche
areas and in new markets, and into increasing our market share.

We have been leaders in the technology in our field for nearly 50 years, and
are continuing to invest to maintain this leading position, in order to create
added value for all of the parties involved.

Other parts of our development strategy include this summer’s
investment in production, and recruiting new employees to all parts
of the company, marketing, administration, R&D and production.
We will also be replacing our business system, so that we can give the
company and its employees the very best support in their growth
and development work. Our new ERP system is called Monitor.
The slowdown in the global economy will also change conditions for
us as a company, but we are well-equipped to the face the situation
and our belief in the future is strong, as our solutions can meet a lot of
needs and solve many problems faced by our users and customers.

Don’t tell us what you want – tell us what you need
Thank you for our good business relationship during the year, and we are looking
forward to new, mutually beneficial contacts in the future. We wish you a really
Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year!
Anders Wahlqvist
CEO EdmoLift AB
anders.wahlqvist@edmolift.se

EdmoLift changes
RAL colour
Starting from 1 January 2013, we will be changing
our blue RAL colour 5005 to RAL 5002 on all products
painted in EdmoLift’s standard paint scheme. There
is a very simple reason for this, we want to deliver a
more attractive and stylish product.
RAL 5005

Christmas Holiday Roster
closed

December 2012

RAL 5002 (new colour)

The idea for the change was a bit of a fluke. Micke, in
the paint shop, was painting tables and scissors for a
customer in a somewhat darker orange and blue than
our standard colours when our managing CEO, Anders,
passed by. Micke thought that the blue colour was far
more attractive than the one we normally use, and said
”Anders, look at this great colour, we should paint our
tables this colour”. Anders agreed, and put the issue on
the agenda for discussion. The new colour has more
bounce, making the tables far more attractive, so we
took the decision to change our blue to the new shade.
At the turn of the year, the new colour will be fully
implemented, and all of our new products will be
painted this way.

Do you want the latest in the lift sector?

Sign yourself or your colleague up for our newsletter at www.edmolift.com/newsletter
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Car lift TF 4500 – compact lift solutions
for more multi-storey car parks
New
EdmoLift’s new concept product, the car lift TF 4500,
is a hydraulic lift table for moving cars between two
levels in multi-storey car parks.
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The lift has a capacity of 3,500 kg, and transports single vehicles and
their passengers. The lift itself takes around 30 seconds, and the lift is
manoeuvred by an easy-to-use control panel that can be reached by
the driver from inside the vehicle.
The lift is fitted with photocells for safety reasons, which will stop
the lift if any object sticks outside any of the lift’s short sides. In order
to prevent the lift getting stuck in the case of a power cut, it is also
fitted with a battery backup that will permit emergency lowering
from a separate control room. The lift is also fitted with an emergency
telephone that can call up a user-defined pre-programmed
telephone number using the GSM network.
The first delivery of a TF 4500 has taken place to a multi-storey car
park in a newly built block of flats in Malmö, Sweden, and will be
installed at the end of December 2012.
Specifications
Length: 5600 mm
Width: 2500 mm
Lift Stroke: up to 3400 mm
Lift capacity: 3500 kg
Lowest height: 590 mm
Lifting time: 30 seconds
External power pack with vibration damper to avoid sound
transfer in the building
Double bottomed gratings in the wheel tracks to collect dirt

A traditional ramp with roadway that goes between
two levels in a multi-storey car park takes up a space
of around 70 m2, while the lift shaft for a TF 4500 only
occupies a space of around 16 m2.
The great benefit of a TF 4500 is that it provides a
further 4-5 parking spaces per driving ramp.

Christmas should be merry
As it gets closer to Christmas our thoughts go out to those poor
children who are suffering from cancer or who are being bullied.
Instead of sending Christmas cards and gifts, we have chosen to
donate to the Swedish Childhood Cancer Foundation, and Noll
tollerans (Zero Tolerance), which are two Swedish organisations
that are making huge efforts to give these children a better life.
We hope that this gesture will give these children a better future.
At the same time we will also reduce unnecessary emissions
from transport, and the environmental impact of printing and
manufacturing Christmas cards.
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